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Flow-driven Control of Calcium Carbonate Precipita-
tion Patterns in a Confined Geometry†

Gábor Schuszter, Fabian Brau, and A. De Wit∗

Upon injection of an aqueous solution of carbonate into a solution of calcium ions in the confined
geometry of a Hele-Shaw cell, various calcium carbonate precipitation patterns are observed. We
discuss here the properties of these precipitation structures as a function of the injection flow rate
and concentrations of the reactants. We show that such flow-controlled conditions can be used to
influence the total amount and the spatial distribution of the solid phase produced as well as the
reaction efficiency defined here as the amount of product formed for a given initial concentration
of the injected solution.

1 Introduction
Depending on the operating conditions, a precipitation reaction
can generate a solid product in variable amount, spatial distri-
bution, and physico-chemical properties. A simple way to exper-
imentally perform precipitation consists in pouring all reactants
in a well-stirred reactor where the stirring ensures a fast mix-
ing yielding ultimately a relatively homogeneous suspension of
equilibrium precipitate product. Precipitation can also occur in
a gel or solid matrix through diffusion of reactants as seen in
biomineralization1,2, Liesegang rings in sedimentary rocks3 or in
counterdiffusion crystallisation methods used to produce macro-
molecular protein crystals for instance4. However, this precipi-
tation procedure is slow and produces precipitates embedded in
a gel or solid matrix making their separation problematic if the
product needs to be collected.

Flow-driven precipitation, where one reactant solution is in-
jected into the other one is another promising technique produc-
ing precipitates in non-equilibrium conditions5–7. Such a tech-
nique is nowadays attracting increased attention because gra-
dients induced by the flow or hydrodynamic instabilities may
lead to new synthesis modes. For example, it has recently been
shown that flow-driven precipitation can affect crystallization ki-
netics8, lead to the enrichment, compared to well-stirred con-
ditions, of thermodynamically unstable polymorphs9,10, spatial
segregation of different crystalline structures along the spreading
direction6,11, directionally asymmetric self-assembly12,13, or can
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be used to control the microstructure of the precipitate14.

At the macroscopic level, the presence of flows can influence
the precipitation patterns obtained and produce a wide variety of
complex forms7,12,15–18. As an example, chemical gardens grow-
ing in 3D when placing solid metal salt seeds into alkaline solu-
tions such as silicate are shaped by buoyancy-driven flows among
other processes19. Control of the growth dynamics of these 3D
structures has been attempted succesfully using bubble driving20,
microgravity conditions21, microfluidics22, or injection of one re-
actant into the other5. In confined quasi 2D geometries, such a
flow-control has allowed to obtain in a reproductive way a wealth
of different patterns when the concentration of the various chem-
icals are varied7,12,16,17. Hydrodynamic instabilities can shape
some of the structures at lower concentrations: as an example,
needles of precipitate may align along convective rolls induced
by a buoyancy instability11,23, a viscous fingering instability can
shape the precipitate into flowers17 or local changes in perme-
ability can trigger fingered patterns15,18,24. At larger concentra-
tions, mechanical effects due to the cohesion of the solid phase
can select other forms like spirals7 or filaments7,12,16 that are ro-
bust with changes in the reactants16. These examples highlight
the importance of concentration gradients and convective mixing
induced by flow conditions for the production of new materials
as well as controlling the micro structure of the solid and/or its
macroscopic self-organization.

In this context, our objective is to discuss the influence of
flow conditions on optimizing various quantities characterizing
the amount and spatial distribution of a solid phase produced
when an aqueous solution of one reactant of a precipitation re-
action is injected in a solution of the other reactant. To do so,
we analyze experimentally macroscopic calcium carbonate pat-
terns produced by injecting radially in a confined geometry an
aqueous solution of carbonates (CO2–

3 ) into a solution of calcium
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Fig. 1 The thin reaction area is confined by two Plexiglas plates (the up-
per plate and the pool) and filled with Ca2+ solution while a CO2–

3 solution
is injected by a syringe pump through a tiny inlet from below.

ions (Ca2+). White CaCO3 precipitate appears along the moving
miscible interface between the two reactants according to a pre-
cipitation reaction Ca2++ CO2–

3 → CaCO3(s) typically important
for mineralisation of CO2 in soil sequestration processes18,25–29.
We have recently shown that coupling between this precipitation
reaction and injection can lead to a drastic drop of the amount
of precipitate even if the reactant concentrations are large in the
vicinity of the reaction zone18. In order to better understand how
the quantity of calcium carbonate and its spatial distribution de-
pend on reactant concentrations and flow rate, the temporal and
spatial evolution of the precipitate patterns are analyzed. Various
quantities such as the total gray scale intensity of the pattern, its
filling, density or brightness are monitored as a function of time.
We also compute the precipitation efficiency defined here as the
amount of the solid phase produced per concentration of the in-
jected reactant.

We show that finding optimal precipitation conditions such that
all these quantities are maximized is a challenge, even in a simple
Hele-Shaw setup like the one used here.

2 Materials and Methods
Experiments are carried out in a horizontal confined geometry
maintained between a large lower pool (35 cm × 35 cm) and a
smaller upper plate (21 cm × 21 cm) made of transparent Plex-
iglas (Fig. 1) vertically separated by a small interstice (0.5 mm)
thanks to 4 spacers. The setup is illuminated from above by two
light pads placed symmetrically with respect to a digital cam-
era recording the dynamics (PixeLINK B742U giving images of
N = 1280 × 1024 pixels).

The gap of the cell is initially filled by an aqueous solution of
calcium chloride CaCl2. The same solution is then poured around
the upper plate, into the pool, to form a 4 mm thick liquid layer.
This outer layer is in contact with the 0.5 mm thin layer within
the gap and ensures a spatially homogeneous outflow along the
sides of the upper plate during the experiment. An aqueous so-
lution of sodium carbonate Na2CO3 is next injected radially from
the center of the lower pool through an inlet of 1 mm inner di-
ameter using a syringe pump (kdScientific 210P-CE). A fixed to-
tal volume of 2.5 mL of solution is injected in all experiments at
a given constant flow rate Q = 0.1, 1.0, and 6.5 mL/min. The
experiments are performed for variable initial concentrations of

reactants at T = (21± 1)◦C. The properties of the reactant solu-
tions are given in Supporting Information S1. The initial pH of
the carbonate solution is maintained to 10 by addition of HCl to
avoid the formation of Ca(OH)2 precipitate. During the experi-
ments, the white CaCO3 precipitate is produced by the reaction
Ca2+

(aq) + CO2–
3 (aq)

⇀↽ CaCO3(s). For each set of experimental val-
ues tested, the experiment is reproduced three times. Examples of
the three patterns obtained for the same values of parameters and
same initial conditions are presented in the Supporting Informa-
tion S2. The reproducibility of the pattern is very good and hence
the type of structures obtained for a given value of parameters is
robust.

3 Precipitation Patterns
Upon injection of one reactant solution into the other one, a white
CaCO3 precipitate layer is formed and various shapes can be ob-
served as shown in Fig. 2 displaying the precipitation patterns
as a function of initial reactant concentrations and injection flow
rate18.

At given initial concentrations of reactants, the tendency of the
system to form a precipitate may be characterized by the satu-
ration index SI0 = log10(IAP0/KSP) where IAP0 and KSP are the
initial ion activity product of the reactant solutions and the sol-
ubility product of CaCO3 respectively (see Supporting Informa-
tion S3 for detailed description). SI0 varies thus with the reactant
concentrations and the larger SI0, the larger the thermodynamic
force to form a precipitate. In our experiments, the system is
largely supersaturated for all concentrations scanned (SI0 > 1 in
all panels of Fig. 2) and precipitation is expected in all cases.
Counterintuitively, we see that the smallest amount of precipitate
is obtained at the largest concentrations (highest SI0) and flow
rate (see Fig. 2b5,c5)

The influence of the flow rate is shown in Fig. 2 by analyzing
the patterns along a column for which the initial reactant con-
centrations, and thus SI0, are constant while Q increases down-
wards. We see that at low flow rate and below some threshold
for both concentrations, the patterns remain mainly circular dur-
ing their growth with a rather homogeneous distribution of pre-
cipitate (Fig. 2a1-4). This homogeneity and symmetry is broken
when the flow increases because the precipitate is then advected
away from the inlet region and accumulates at the periphery, near
the miscible reactive interface (Fig. 2b1-3). The permeability in
this region is then significantly reduced which leads to the emer-
gence of a fingering instability deforming the pattern periphery at
larger concentrations and flow rate (Fig. 2b4 and c1-4)15. Note
that here M = µ0,Ca2+/µ0,CO2−

3
> 1, where M is the ratio between

the initial viscosity of the displaced solution µ0,Ca2+ and that of
the injected solution µ0,CO2−

3
. M > 1 refers to a viscously unstable

situation leading to the emergence of a fingering instability. How-
ever, as shown previously17, for the flow rates used here and on
the timescale of the experiments, M is not large enough to lead to
viscous fingering in the non-reactive case. The mechanism of fin-
gering results thus rather from the local decrease of permeability.

Surprisingly, the patterns obtained at medium and large Q with
the largest SI0 are those characterized by the smallest amount
of precipitate (Fig. 2b5,c5). These examples highlight the strong
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Fig. 2 Precipitate patterns observed at different flow rates and concentrations after injecting 2.5 mL of carbonate solution. Field of view:
123 mm × 98 mm. The number in the top left corner of the images is the number of the pattern. In the header, the stoichiometric ratio of the re-
actants γ = [Ca2+]0/[CO2–

3 ]0, the saturation index SI0 = log10(IAP0/KSP) where IAP0 and KSP are the initial ion activity product of the reactant solutions
and the solubility product of CaCO3, and the viscosity contrast of the reactant solutions M = µ0,Ca2+ /µ0,CO2−

3
are presented.
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Fig. 3 Quantities used to characterize the patterns. (a) gray scale in-
tensity I(x,y) used to compute Itot and d. The yellow circle centered on
the inlet and passing by the tip of the longest finger defines the radius
Rmax. (b) The area A of the region covered by the solid phase is used to
compute B = Itot/A. (c) The area Ap inside the pattern perimeter is used
to compute F = A/Ap.

effects of the coupling between chemical reactions and hydrody-
namics on precipitation in a confined geometry. Let us analyze
how this coupling can control the precipitate properties produced
in confined geometry in flow conditions.

4 Pattern Characterization
A large variety of precipitation patterns is thus observed when re-
actant concentrations and flow rates are varied (Fig. 2). To study
those patterns, we first define the ratio of the initial reactant con-
centrations as γ = [Ca2+]0/[CO2–

3 ]0, where [Ca2+]0 and [CO2–
3 ]0

are the initial concentrations of the calcium and carbonate solu-
tions, respectively. γ > 1 means that the displaced solution is in
stoichiometric excess compared to the injected one.

A quantitative image analysis is performed on the basis of seven

quantities: (i) The area A covered by the precipitate (Fig. 3b); (ii)
The area Ap enclosed by the pattern perimeter (Fig. 3c); (iii) The
total gray scale intensity Itot ∈ [0,A] of the white precipitate in a
given image; (iv) The brightness B = Itot/A ∈ [0,1] measuring the
compactness of the precipitate; (v) The filling F = A/Ap ∈ [0,1]
measuring how the pattern is filled by the precipitate; (vi) the
pattern density d = Ap/(πR2

max) ∈ [0,1] measuring the deviation
from a circular growth (Fig. 3a); and (vii) the production effi-
ciency P = Itot/c0,CO2−

3
measuring how much precipitate is pro-

duced for a given initial concentration of the injected reactant.
More details about these quantities can be found in Ref.18 and in
the Supporting Information S4.

All those quantities are measured on the images of three inde-
pendent experiments performed with the same parameter values
in order to compute their averages and standard deviations. The
errors bars are generally quite small showing that the measured
quantities do not fluctuate significantly for given values of param-
eters.

5 Precipitation Efficiency

The quantities listed in Sec. 4 characterize our confined precipi-
tation patterns from different view points. They may be used to
analyze the efficiency of the precipitate production depending on
which characteristic is considered. The different identified opti-
mal regimes are listed in Table 1.
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Fig. 4 Evolution of the total grayscale intensity Itot as a function of in-
jected volume V of carbonate solution. Q = 0.1 mL/min for (a–b).

5.1 Amount of Precipitate
We first consider the efficiency of precipitation assuming that the
production of the largest amount of precipitate is required. The
evolution of Itot, which is a semi-quantitative indicator of the
amount of precipitate in the cell, is depicted in Fig. 4 as a function
of the injected volume V for different experimental conditions.
The same scale is used on all graphs to facilitate the comparison.

We see that, when the concentration of one of the reactants
is low, Itot increases with the concentration of the other reactant
(Fig. 4a,b). Injecting CO2–

3 solution with a large concentration
into a Ca2+ solution with low concentration (Fig. 4a) produces
more precipitate than the opposite case (Fig. 4b) even if the val-
ues of their SI0 predicts the reverse (SI0 = 7.3 and SI0 = 8.6, re-
spectively, see Fig. 2). This shows that Itot depends not only on
SI0 but also on the ratio γ of initial concentrations.

The effect of increasing the injection rate Q on Itot is shown
in Fig. 4c–f for different initial couples of concentrations. For
low concentrations of both reactants, the amount of precipitate
increases with Q which induces a better mixing between the solu-
tions (Fig. 4c and first column of Fig. 2). One could therefore ex-
pect that the largest amount of precipitate is produced when both
solutions are concentrated and Q is large. As shown in Fig. 4f,
this is not the case: when the concentrations of both reactants
are large, the largest Itot is reached at low flow rate, while the
amount of precipitate sharply drops if Q is increased (Fig. 4f and
Fig. 2b5,c5). The large value of SI0 together with the moderate
stoichiometric excess of the displaced solution (γ = 3) lead in that
case to the production of a large amount of precipitate in small lo-
calized regions forming solid walls hindering further mixing. The
subsequent production of precipitate sharply drops. Therefore, a
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Fig. 5 Evolution of the area A covered by the pattern as a function of
injected volume V of carbonate solution at different flow rates and initial
reactant concentrations.

reaction producing a large amount of cohesive precipitate over a
small length scale has a negative feedback at a much larger scale.

In conclusion, the largest amount of precipitate is produced at
low flow rate when the concentration of the injected CO2–

3 solu-
tion is large.

5.2 Spatial Distribution of Patterns
In some applications like CO2 mineralization in soils, a target
might be to obtain a homogeneous distribution of precipitate on
the widest possible area. However, the patterns are not always
fully homogeneous. To study the spatial distribution of the pre-
cipitate and its deviation from an ideal homogeneous radial struc-
ture, we consider the evolution of two quantities, the filling F and
the pattern density d as a function of the volume of the injected
CO2–

3 solution. To do so, we discuss first the area A covered by
the precipitate and the area Ap enclosed by its perimeter.

5.2.1 Area A Covered by the Precipitate.

The evolution as a function of the injected volume V of the area
A covered by the precipitate is shown in Fig. 5. When both re-
actants have low concentrations (Fig. 5a), the lowest flow rate
gives the largest A because the precipitate is spread more or less
homogeneously within the pattern perimeter (Fig. 2a1). Increas-
ing Q lowers the area A because the precipitate is then flushed
away from the inlet region and accumulates at the pattern pe-
riphery (Fig. 2c1). However, this decrease of A with increasing Q
is not monotonic, because a larger amount of precipitate is also
produced at larger Q for these reactant concentrations (Fig. 4c
and Fig. 5a).

A similar trend is observed when a concentrated solution
of CO2–

3 is injected into a less concentrated solution of Ca2+

(Fig. 5b). Again, the largest value of A is obtained at low flow
rates and increasing Q lowers A. Indeed, for low injection rate,
the precipitate is distributed almost homogeneously (Fig. 2a4),
whereas, for larger Q, fingering appears inducing an accumula-
tion of precipitate at the rim of the fingers (Fig. 2b4,c4). Even if
γ and SI0 remain constant, injection at a faster rate leads to the
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production of more precipitate per given area which increases the
unfavorable mobility gradient between the precipitate layer and
the injected fluid. In contrast, the absolute amount of precipitate
does not significantly vary with Q (Fig. 4d) leading to a decrease
of A.

In the opposite case, i.e. when the displaced solution of Ca2+

is in large stoichiometric excess (Fig. 5c), the injected reactant
is readily consumed on a small area (Fig. 2a3). In that case, a
medium injection rate Q increases A because it helps the spread-
ing of the CO2–

3 solution. However, A is smaller for the largest Q
because the flow is then strong enough to displace most particles
towards the periphery (see Fig. 2b3,c3).

For large concentrations of both reactants (Fig. 5d), a similar
trend to the one for Itot is observed (Fig. 4f): beyond a critical
Q, the area covered by the precipitate sharply drops and its spa-
tial distribution is strongly localized producing hollow patterns
(Fig. 2b5,c5).

We conclude from Fig. 5 that the largest area covered by the
precipitate is reached at low injection rate Q if the reactants have
similar concentrations (γ is not too large) (Fig. 5a and b). In
contrast, when γ = 18 (Fig. 5c), the injected reactant is consumed
by the displaced one over a smaller area leading to a lower A at a
low flow rate.

5.2.2 Area Ap Enclosed by the Pattern.

In a non-reactive case, the area covered by the injected liquid
increases linearly with the injected volume V if the thickness of
the fluid layer is constant. In our system, with a gap width of
0.5 mm and an injection of a total of 2.5 mL of solution, one could
expect a flooded areaAflood = 50 cm2 if the parabolic profile of the
injected liquid is neglected or Aflood = 75 cm2 if it is taken into
account. Figure 6 shows that, in most cases, the area Ap enclosed
by the pattern indeed grows linearly with the injected volume
and reaches a final value compatible with the one expected for
non-reactive fluids.

There is however one noticeable exception at low injection rate
Q when a diluted CO2–

3 solution is injected into a concentrated
Ca2+ solution. As shown in Fig. 6b, Ap decreases indeed at low
Q when the stoichiometric excess of the displaced solution in-
creases. In addition, beyond some threshold of the initial concen-
tration ratio γ, the growth of Ap is no longer linear and saturates
once a given amount of reactant has been injected. At γ = 18,
the large stoichiometric excess of the displaced solution leads to
a rapid consumption of the CO2–

3 ions over a small area. At low
Q, the precipitate is therefore not significantly advected and ac-
cumulates near the inlet. The precipitate is then progressively
surrounded by the supernatant liquid (not visible on the image)
leading to a significant decrease of Ap (Fig. 6b and Fig. 2a3). At
larger Q, the precipitate is advected by the flow and Ap increases
again linearly with V (Fig. 6e).

5.2.3 Filling.

The spatial homogeneity of the precipitate spatial distribution is
characterized by the filling F = A/Ap ∈ [0,1], the evolution of
which is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the injected volume.
We see that, if the concentration of at least one of the reactants is
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Fig. 6 Evolution of the area Ap, the zone inside the perimeter of the
pattern, as a function of injected volume V of carbonate solution. Q =

0.1 mL/min for (a–b).
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Fig. 7 Evolution of the filling of the pattern F as a function of injected
volume V of carbonate solution at different flow rates and initial reactant
concentrations.

low, F reaches a constant value close to 1 at low Q. The pattern is
thus homogeneously filled by some precipitate (Fig. 2a1-4). For
larger flow rates, F decreases because either the particles are ad-
vected away from the inlet (e.g. Fig. 2b1,c1) or fingering emerges
(Fig. 2b4,c4).

If both reactants are concentrated, hollow structures appear
once Q is large enough (Fig. 2b5,c5) and, consequently, F sharply
drops (Fig. 7d). A slow increase of F is recovered at Q =

1.0 mL/min due to the emergence of secondary diffusive struc-
tures growing on a much larger time scale since the reactants
need then to diffuse through the precipitate walls to meet and
react (Fig. 2a5). At the largest Q, the wall may be even more
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Fig. 8 Evolution of pattern density d as a function of injected volume V
of carbonate solution at different flow rates and initial reactant concentra-
tions.

compact, hindering the growth of additional diffusive patterns
in the hollow area during the timescale of the experiments, and
hence F stays essentially at a constant low value.

In conclusion, Fig. 7 indicates that the most homogeneous spa-
tial distributions of precipitate are obtained if at least one of the
solutions is diluted and Q is low (see Table 1).

5.2.4 Pattern Density.

The deviation from a perfectly circular pattern is measured by the
pattern density d = Ap/(πR2

max) ∈ [0,1], where Rmax is the largest
distance between the injection point and the pattern perime-
ter17,30. d measures indeed the homogeneity of the precipitate
spatial distribution along the azimuthal direction (along circles
of given radii). Patterns characterized by a low value of d tend
to grow in some arbitrary preferred directions while, when d is
close to one, any angular sector of the reactor, with a given angle,
contains a similar amount of precipitate.

When the concentration of both reactants is low, the pattern is
essentially circular with d close to 1 (see Fig. 8a and first column
of Fig. 2). As seen in Fig. 4c, the precipitate production is en-
hanced in this regime of concentrations when Q increases. This
affects the mobility ratio and produces moderate fingering15 seen
on the border of the patterns (Fig. 2a1,b1,c1).

Increasing the concentration of one reactant produces more
precipitate (Fig. 4d,e) which leads to a larger deformation of the
interface, i.e. to a decrease of d (Fig. 8b,c). When both solutions
are concentrated (large SI0 value), the precipitate forms solid
walls which affects significantly the flow and strongly destabilize
the interface leading to a low value of d (see the last column of
Fig. 2, Fig. 8d, and the Movies of the experiments). In this case,
the coupling between the formation of cohesive solid barriers and
hydrodynamics makes the prediction of the precise location of the
precipitate impossible.

These results show thus that the most homogeneous spatial
spreading is reached if both the reactant concentrations and the
injection flow rate Q are low (see Table 1). In this case, the thin
precipitate layer does not impact significantly the hydrodynamics.
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Fig. 9 Evolution of brightness B as a function of injected volume V of car-
bonate solution at different flow rates and initial reactant concentrations.

5.3 Brightness

The amount of precipitate per unit area it covers is proportional
to the brightness B = Itot/A, the evolution of which during injec-
tion is shown in Fig. 9. It is expected that a compact precipitate
layer is produced if the concentrations and flow rate are large. In-
deed, Fig. 9a and 9b show that raising Q leads to a larger value of
B. When both concentrations are low (Fig. 9a), this increase of B
with Q is due to the production of a larger amount of precipitate
(Fig. 4c) over a smaller area (Fig. 5a). For larger concentrations
of CO2–

3 (Fig. 9b), a larger flow rate induces the emergence of
fingers where the precipitate accumulates (Fig. 2b4,c4). The in-
crease of the brightness B is then mainly due to the decrease of
the spatial distribution of the precipitate A, since Itot is similar
for all Q (Fig. 4d). However, when the concentration of the dis-
placed solution is large, increasing Q has a negative impact on the
brightness which decreases (Fig. 9c and 9d). The brightness can
however still be large in these cases provided Q is low.

We conclude that the larger values of the brightness B are ob-
tained at low flow rates if the displaced reactant is concentrated
(Fig. 2a3 and 5) and at larger flow rates when a concentrated so-
lution is injected into a diluted one (see Fig. 2b4,c4 and Table 1).

5.4 Production Efficiency

One way to quantify precipitation efficiency is to check how much
precipitate can be produced per amount of reactant injected. This
can be quantified by the production efficiency P = Itot/c0,CO2−

3
. In-

creasing P might be relevant for geological carbon dioxide seques-
tration for instance where the largest amount of mineralization is
expected per amount of CO2 injected. In this context, comparing
Fig. 10a,b to Fig. 4a,b shows that like for Itot, P evolves such that
the larger the concentration of one reactant, the larger P and in-
creasing the stoichiometric excess of the displaced solution (i.e.
increasing Ca2+) increases efficiency.

Increasing the flow rate to Q = 6.5 mL/min, while one reac-
tant remains diluted and the concentration of the other one is
increased, leads to different trends as depicted in Fig. 10c,d. At
the lowest CO2–

3 concentration, P reaches a large value because
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Fig. 10 Evolution of production efficiency P a function of injected volume
V of carbonate solution. Q = 0.1 mL/min for (a–b) and Q = 6.5 mL/min for
(c–d).

a larger Q ensures a better mixing. P decreases with increasing
CO2–

3 concentration because the injected solution is in stoichio-
metric excess and cannot be consumed efficiently (Fig. 10c). For
the opposite case, when the concentration of Ca2+ is increased
while CO2–

3 is kept at a constant low value (Fig. 10d), P increases
only slightly with the Ca2+ concentration. This shows that a large
flow rate Q ensures the consumption of the injected reactant, such
that increasing the excess of Ca2+ is then not necessary to in-
crease P. In addition, precipitation is much more enhanced by
increasing Q if the reactant concentrations are low and close to
the stoichiometric ratio (compare Fig. 10a,c and 10b,d).

The evolution of P is shown in Fig. 10(e–h) for a given couple
of reactant concentrations when Q varies. We see that a large
P is reached if the CO2–

3 concentration is low and either Q or
the concentration of the displaced reactant is large (Fig. 10e,g).
When the concentration of CO2–

3 is large, P is always significantly
smaller for all Q (Fig. 10f and 10h). In addition, when both
concentrations are large, P even decreases when Q is increased
(Fig. 10h).

Thus we conclude that a large precipitation efficiency P can be
achieved either when both concentrations are low and Q is large
or when the initial concentration ratio γ is large for all investi-

Table 1 Optimal range of experimental conditions to obtain large values
of Itot, F , d, B, and P.

Experimental conditions
[Ca2+] [CO2−

3 ] Q (mL/min)

Itot low large low
large large low

F low low low
low large low
large low low

d low low low
B low large medium and large

large low low
large large low

P low low large
large low any Q

gated Q (see Table 1).

6 Discussion
The efficiency of a precipitation reaction carried out in a confined
geometry can be evaluated from various different point of views.
In Sec. 5, five different quantitative measures describing the evo-
lution of the precipitate patterns have been computed. They allow
to discuss the efficiency of precipitation depending on whether
the precipitation pattern

1. contains a large amount of precipitate (large Itot);

2. is homogeneously filled by particles, with few holes within
the pattern periphery (large F value);

3. grows radially and spreads uniformly around the injection
point (large d value);

4. accumulates on the smallest possible area, forming thick lay-
ers (large B value);

5. is such that the largest amount of injected reactant is effec-
tively transformed into the solid precipitate (large P).

It can be supposed that, in most cases, the efficiency of transform-
ing the reactants into a homogeneously distributed large amount
of solid product corresponds to achieving large values of all the
five quantities. It has however been shown in Sec. 5 that these
different quantities reach their maximum in different optimal ex-
perimental condition ranges. A summary is presented in Table 1.

We see that using low concentrations and injecting at a low
flow rate Q are the optimum conditions if a spatially homoge-
neous distribution of the precipitate is targeted since both the fill-
ing F and the pattern density d are then large. The reactant con-
centrations may however be increased if one needs to enhance the
amount of precipitate produced (large Itot) provided Q remains
small. These experimental conditions also yield a compact pre-
cipitate layer (large B). In contrast, injecting at a larger flow rate
Q is preferable if one wants to efficiently mineralize the injected
reactant (large P), especially when the stoichiometric ratio of the
reactants cannot be easily varied (e.g. the chemical composition
of a geological formation).
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Our results show thus that finding optimal experimental flow
conditions such that both the spatial spreading and the amount
of solid phase produced per injected reactant consumed are max-
imized is not obvious even in a simple confined geometry and for
a simple reaction like studied here.

7 Conclusion
We have analyzed experimentally the properties of calcium car-
bonate precipitates obtained when injecting an aqueous solution
of carbonate into a solution of calcium ions in a confined geome-
try at a controlled flow rate. Our objective was to quantify the
experimental conditions optimizing the amount of solid phase
produced as well as its spatial distribution. To do so, we have
computed the total intensity Itot of the white product precipitate,
the filling F , the brightness B and the pattern density d of the
solid structure produced as a function of the injected volume for
various initial reactant concentrations and injection flow rate Q.
We have moreover quantified the efficiency P giving an estima-
tion of the quantity of solid phase produced per injected reactant
consumed. We find that maximizing all these various quantities is
not possible for one single set of experimental conditions. Indeed,
very few solid strongly localized in space is obtained at high flow
rates and large concentrations for instance while an optimized ho-
mogeneous spreading is rather reached for lower values of these
quantities.

These conclusions show that out-of-equilibrium flow conditions
can be efficiently used to optimize at will specific targets com-
pared to precipitation under simple stirring for instance. For CO2

mineralisation in sequestration techniques, our analysis also sug-
gests that different operating conditions of injection of CO2 into
saline aquifers rich in minerals could be used depending whether
a larger spatial distribution or a larger conversion of CO2 into
mineral carbonates is targeted. Of course, the simplicity of a Hele-
Shaw cell and of the chemical solutions used here call for more
elaborate studies on real 3D porous media26 before reaching con-
clusive conclusions for sequestration techniques. Nevertheless, in
view of the difficulties of in-situ analysis in real soils25, we hope
that the current approach will already shed some light into this
complex problem.
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